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Welcome to Allgaier.
Perhaps you are looking for a company which
employs people whose word is their bond
and who all have just one goal:
your satisfaction!
Allgaier – a strong team of dedicated specialists who are always one idea ahead and will
serve you with more resolve, more innovation

and therefore more success. Naturally this
can only happen if the company culture and
values are lived out all the way from the managers to the drivers and warehouse staff.
This is a daily reality encountered on every
corner at Allgaier. Being better than the
others is not just about giving the cheapest quote. The lowest prices are the most
expensive on balance as soon as there is the
slightest nonconformity with the original. The
Allgaier team is highly motivated and its aim

is to ensure that those who opt for Allgaier
ultimately get a better transport service than
they would elsewhere. Our success has been
forged for decades by innovations, stateof-the-art machinery and vehicles but, most
importantly, by the creative energy and the
good intent of each individual. You too can
benefit from the versatility in logistics which
you can get from one company and just one
contact person. Climb aboard now for the
journey to the future. Ride out in front with
Allgaier.

V E R S AT I L I TY
The art of being successful – whether in logistics, transport or assembly – has become more
complicated, more complex and more challenging. Service, care and integrity are key factors
which are becoming more and more important, not least because they can also reflect on
the customer. You will always be on the safe
side with a company with a long tradition like
Allgaier.
Allgaier is THE specialist for a wide and
diverse range of logistics assignments and
THE business partner for solutions to individual

challenges in all sectors all over Europe. Advice,
project planning and implementation provided
and carried out by Allgaier are always in a
league of their own. Your requirements are our
top priority and your satisfaction is paramount.
The Swabian company has long since spread
its wings to become a European player with
an exceptionally broad range of services. The
business partners of Allgaier are enjoying the
benefit of synergy effects within the Group to
an increasing extent.

Allgaier looks after customers from Germany, England, Poland, Turkey and the CIS. The
know-how and end-to-end solutions of Allgaier
are in ever greater demand here. Precious few
companies offer as much skill and expertise –
from the packaging and assembly right through
to the smooth execution of processes.
Whether your intended aim is Germany or the
world, your plans will be in safe hands with
Allgaier – a fair, reliable and expert business
where the owners still abide by the established
values. The company you can rely on: Allgaier.

IN LOGISTICS

TRANSPORT

MAKING THINGS
HAPPEN IN
Size is always relative. Things which may be
one size too big for others are very often the
perfect fit for Allgaier. The Allgaier team is
always prepared to be stretched to its limits
for you and is keen to push the boundaries a
little bit further every day.
More than ever before, international trade
relations are in a process of change which is
moving at an ever increasing rate. Allgaier
is keeping pace with these changes in the
demands placed on goods transport in terms
of planning, organisation and implementation, and the only way forward in this market
is to follow its example. Something may work
today but it might be completely different
again tomorrow.

The basis for optimum logistics processes is
an exact knowledge of the type of goods requiring transportation, industry specifications
and the geographic location of the manufacturing and delivery sites, but the need to take
account of rapidly changing legal requirements and customs regulations also calls for
versatility and flexibility in the solutions which
are offered.
Nevertheless, nothing is more important than
know-how and experience. Knowing how
to deliver goods safely to their destination
anywhere in the world without unnecessary delays. Every region has its own rules,
customs regulations and means of getting to
the end goal by the fast and direct route.

Companies need to have gathered experience
in many different countries like Allgaier so
that they can offer their customers a genuine
advantage.
You too can benefit from our specialist
expertise in the fields of mechanical engineering, chemicals, agriculture, construction site
logistics, event logistics, container traffic and
security logistics. Naturally, we also operate in
all other sectors and are quickly at home.
With its own sizeable fleet of vehicles, Allgaier
offers reliable delivery services for part loads
and full loads as well as for heavy goods
consignments and abnormal loads. No matter
how big the requirements, Allgaier‘s services
are made to measure.

A B I G WAY

LOGISTICS

WE THINK

LO G ICA LLY
Structured warehousing systems bring greater
efficiency.
Logistics systems are becoming increasingly
crucial to the commercial success of companies. The ones in the fast lane with better
structures have a clear competitive edge over
the ones in the slow lane.
Even price is giving way to speed these days
as trade is increasingly dominated by mighty
Internet chains with fast delivery capability. All
the more important then to have a competent
and forward-thinking business partner like
Allgaier when it comes to procurement and
distribution.
A warehouse is only as good as its systems,
as measured by how easily and efficiently a
product can be located at the right time.

Increasing pressure of international competition and, in many cases, new and unforeseen
regulations imposed on business sectors call
for flexible and efficient logistics systems like
the ones in place at Allgaier.
Put your trust in your logistics specialist Allgaier to take care of matters outside your core
areas of expertise and benefit from its extensive range of services in various fields, such as
warehousing, contract logistics, heavy goods
logistics, in-house logistics, security logistics,
container management and fulfilment.
Save yourself time and money and clear some
more space for your business to develop by
taking advantage of our tried and tested solutions and wide range of value-added services
in logistics.
With Allgaier you will simply get what you
want more quickly.

PROCUREMENT

W E S U P P LY
JUST IN SEQUENCE

Many ideas – one advantage.
With Allgaier as your business partner,
you will have more time and capacity
for your core areas of expertise.
Simple, simpler – simply Allgaier.
C-parts management
Allgaier can offer you a C-parts logistics system
specifically tailored to your requirements.
We take account of the wider context and
work out the best possible solutions for all
the processes along your supply chain, from
procurement, dispatch, order clearing and
returns management right through to payment
processing.
KANBAN
Kanban systems are based entirely on demand.
Supplies are controlled by means of containers,
cards or the Allgaier logistics app. We receive
notification that fresh supplies are needed and
the order goes directly from the workstation
through the kanban system and is forwarded
to the supplier.
In-house logistics
Allgaier will manage your supplies at your
warehouse. We will deploy our staff and our
state-of-the-art systems, taking charge of
all the logistics processes in line with your
requirements and on the basis of your existing
resources.

E-procurement
E-procurement (electronic procurement) systems are web-based systems used to support
company procurement processes. Visit the
Allgaier online shop with your own personal
password where you will have access to over
300,000 items in all product groups.
Fulfilment
You sell the goods – we store and send them
for you. Our package of professional fulfilment
services is tailored to your individual requirements. Our wide and diverse portfolio of services also includes all the administrative tasks
and optimum resource management.

PA C K A G I N G
Optimum designs for the protection and
transportation of industrial goods of all kinds.
Special products need special packaging.
At Allgaier good packaging for your goods
is not good enough – we guarantee better.
Everything is carefully and professionally
packed by our highly specialised experts –
using made-to-measure packaging solutions
for large machines and huge vehicles right
through to very delicate parts – so that they

can arrive safe and sound and be unpacked
again in one piece. You will be impressed
by the extent of our knowledge and by our
process-oriented mindset and approach to
business. Enjoy the benefit of a one-stop
shop for planning, packaging and transport –
national, international and worldwide – and
the experience of a full-service specialist.
Allgaier – because good things come in the
right size of package.

						 S I Z I N G U P
T H E PA C K A G E

A S S E M B LY

A S S E M B LY

A V E R Y F I TT I N G J O B
Individual solutions for your complex challenges in assembly, packaging, transport and
temporary storage.
Moving an entire production company from
A to B is a case for a highly specialised team.
Every minute counts. Production downtime
and every little breakage can cost a lot of
money. There is no doubt that the deinstallation and reinstallation of machines and of entire
production lines belong in the hands of true
professionals.
From the planning right through to the perfect
execution of all the jobs and processes involved – at Allgaier nothing is left to chance.

Only a company which adopts a strategic
approach and has the right specialists, teams
and equipment in place at the right time can
guarantee you a firm deadline.
There is only one thing which matters to you.
You tell us when we can start dismantling
and we tell you when you can start producing
again. No ifs, no buts. You will be amazed at
the wonders that can be worked at Allgaier
and all the things that can be made possible.
Put us to the test.
The Allgaier assembly team makes things happen. And does so with care and consideration
for people and valuable machinery.
If you feel at home at your new site after the
assembly and installation process then the
Allgaier team has done its job well.

LIFTING SYSTEMS

HEIGHT
ACCESS SYSTEMS
V E R S AT I L I T Y I N

Anyone aiming high should go with Allgaier
lifting systems.
There is a wide selection of equipment with
the perfect system for every requirement.
The expert advice you are given before going
ahead on site ensures that you also achieve
the target you were aiming at. Your personnel
are trained and thoroughly briefed at Allgaier,
thereby also guaranteeing that everything will
proceed with great safety.
There are currently 15,000 items of equipment available for hire in the Allgaier network. Allgaier Hebesysteme will remain your
sole point of contact in this nationwide hire
scheme and will coordinate the complete
equipment hire service in line with your requirements.

The higher you want to go, the higher the
demands are on man and machine. Sound
advice, competent briefing and optimum
equipment are the keys to your success.
More and more people and companies are
looking to the expertise and professionalism
of Allgaier and choosing to trust in a
company of traditional values.
We have been helping companies climb
the ladder to success for many decades.

SITE CLEARANCE

R A I S I N G AWA R E N E S S
SAFETY
OF

Health is precious! This is why it is important
for us not to breathe in polluted air or to be in
a position where toxic substances are within
our reach. There is a team of specialists at
Allgaier for this very purpose.
The Allgaier site clearance team classifies and
disposes of the harmful substances all around
us which pose a long-term hazard to human
health.

Frequent sources of danger include external
cladding, heat insulation, soundproofing, floor
tiles, fireplaces and joints – we can be at risk
everywhere.

We have many years of experience in this field
and can provide you with information and
advice on the options and risks with regard to
waste.

We dispose of asbestos, PCP (pentachlorophenol) / PCB (polychlorinated biphenyls), lindane,
formaldehyde, MMMF (man-made mineral
fibres) and PAH (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons).

Allgaier pollutant disposal – so that you can
breathe easy again and rest in the knowledge
of your safety.
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